Pulsating metastatic tumor of the orbit.
A 47-year-old white man in apparent good health had diplopia and swelling of the right upper eyelid. Ocular examination showed proptosis of the right eye, together with a large, pulsatile, collapsible mass simulating a vascular neoplasm and involving the right temple as well as the right upper outer quadrant of the orbit. Biopsy of the orbital tumor disclosed a clear-cell carcinoma compatible with a renal primary tumor; subsequent laboratory examination revealed the offending tumor in the left kidney. Renal carcinomas may metastasize to the globe or to the orbit before the primary tumor is recognized. Pulsatile exophthalmos acquired in middle life associated with significant bone destruction represents a constellation of findings most consistent with a metastatic tumor, probably renal carcinoma, caused by the exceedingly rich vascularization of these metastatic deposits.